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Circle patterns on surfaces of finite topological type
Huabin Ge, Bobo Hua, Ze Zhou
Abstract
This paper investigates circle patterns with obtuse exterior intersection angles on surfaces
of finite topological type. We characterise the images of the curvature maps and establish
several equivalent conditions regarding long time behaviors of Chow-Luo’s combinatorial
Ricci flows for these patterns. As consequences, several generalizations of circle pattern
theorem are obtained. Moreover, our approach suggests a computational method to find the
desired circle patterns.
Mathematics Subject Classifications (2000): 52C26, 52C25.
0 Introduction
0.1 Background
The patterns of circles were introduced as useful tools to study the geometry and topology of 3-
manifolds by Thurston [18, Chap. 13]. He also posed a conjecture regarding the convergence
of infinitesimal hexagonal tangent circle patterns to conformal mappings [17], which was proved
by Rodin-Sullivan [13]. From then on, circle patterns have played significant roles in various
problems in combinatorics [14, 15, 10], discrete and computational geometry [16, 3], minimal
surfaces [1], and many others.
Let T be a triangulation of a compact oriented surface S (possibly with boundary) of finite
topological type. Suppose that µ is a constant curvature metric on S . A circle pattern P on (S , µ)
is a collection of oriented circles. And P is called T -type, if there exists a geodesic triangulation
T (µ) of (S , µ) with the following properties: (i) T (µ) is isotopic to T ; (ii) the vertices of T (µ)
coincide with the centers of the circles in P. Assume that V, E, F are the sets of vertices, edges and
triangles of T . In this paper, we mainly focus on these T -type circle patterns P = {Cv : v ∈ V}
such that Cu and Cw intersect with each other whenever there exists an edge between u and w.
Under this condition we have the exterior intersection angle Θ(e) ∈ [0, pi) for every e ∈ E. One
refers to Stephenson’s monograph [16] for more details on circle patterns.
Given a function Θ : E → [0, pi) defined on the edge set of T , let us consider the following
question: Does there exist a T -type circle pattern whose exterior intersection angle function is
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given by Θ? And if it does, to what extent is the circle pattern unique? Under the condition that S
has empty boundary and 0 ≤ Θ ≤ pi/2, a celebrated answer to this question is the following circle
pattern theorem due to Thurston [18, Chap. 13].
Theorem 0.1 (Thurston). Let T be a triangulation of an oriented closed surface S of genus g > 0.
Suppose that Θ : E → [0, pi/2] is a function satisfying the following conditions:
(i) If the edges e1, e2, e3 form a null-homotopic closed curve in S , and if
∑3
l=1 Θ(el) ≥ pi, then
these edges form the boundary of a triangle of T ;
(ii) If the edges e1, e2, e3, e4 form a null-homotopic closed curve in S and if
∑4
l=1 Θ(ei) = 2pi,
then these edges form the boundary of the union of two adjacent triangles.
Then there exists a constant curvature (equal to 0 for g = 1 and equal to −1 for g > 1) metric µ on
S such that (S , µ) supports a T -type circle pattern P with the exterior intersection angles given
by Θ. Moreover, the pair (µ,P) is unique up to isometries if g > 1, and up to similarities if g = 1.
One may ask whether we can relax the requirement of non-obtuse angles in the above theorem.
Recently, it was partially resolved by Zhou [20]. Let us introduce some terms. A closed (not
necessarily simple) curve γ in S is called pseudo-Jordan, if S \ γ contains a simply-connected
component whose boundary is γ. For a pseudo-Jordan curve γ, an enclosing set A of γ consists
of all vertices covered by K, where K is a simply-connected component of S \ γ such that ∂K = γ.
And we say γ is non-vacant if one of its enclosing sets is non-empty. Zhou’s result [20] is stated
as follows.
Theorem 0.2. Let T be a triangulation of an oriented closed surface S of genus g > 1. Suppose
that Θ : E → [0, pi) is a function satisfying the following conditions:
(C1) If the edges e1, e2, e3 form the boundary of a triangle of T , then I(e1) + I(e2)I(e3) ≥ 0,
I(e2) + I(e3)I(e1) ≥ 0, I(e3) + I(e1)I(e2) ≥ 0, where I(ei) = cos Θ(ei) for i = 1, 2, 3.
(C2) If the edges e1, e2, · · · , es form a non-vacant pseudo-Jordan curve in S , then ∑sl=1 Θ(el) <
(s − 2)pi.
Then there exists a hyperbolic metric µ on S such that (S , µ) supports a T -type circle pattern
P with the exterior intersection angles given by Θ. Moreover, the pair (µ,P) is unique up to
isometries.
We mention that if Θ : E → [0, pi) satisfies ∑3l=1 Θ(el) ≤ pi for any three edges e1, e2, e3
forming the boundary of a triangle of T , then (C1) holds (see Remark 1.2 in Section 1). This
gives a family of examples possessing possibly obtuse exterior intersection angles for the above
theorem. Thurston proved his theorem via continuity method. The main tool of Zhou’s approach
to Theorem 0.2 is topological degree theory.
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0.2 Main results
It is of interest to study circle patterns on surfaces with boundary. Suppose that S is of topological
type (g, n), i.e. S is a compact oriented surface of genus g whose boundary consists of n disjoint
simple closed curves. Let χ(·) denote the Euler characteristic of a surface, which yields that
χ(S ) = 2 − 2g − n. A major purpose of this paper is to consider the analogous results to Theorem
0.2 in case that n ≥ 0.
An arc in S is called semi pseudo-Jordan if there exists an open arc belonging to the boundary
such that their union is a pseudo-Jordan curve in S . For a semi pseudo-Jordan arc γ, a semi
enclosing set W of γ consists of all vertices covered by λ∪K, where λ is an open arc in ∂S and K
is a simply-connected component of S \ (γ∪ λ) such that ∂K = γ∪ λ. And γ is called non-vacant
if one of its semi enclosing sets is non-empty. We have the following result.
Theorem 0.3. LetT be a triangulation of a surface S of topological type (g, n) such that χ(S ) ≤ 0.
Suppose that Θ : E → [0, pi) satisfies (C1), (C2) and the following condition:
(C3) If the edges e1, e2, · · · , es form a non-vacant semi pseudo-Jordan arc in S , then∑s
l=1 Θ(el) < (s − 1)pi.
Then there exists a constant curvature (equal to 0 for χ(S ) = 0 and equal to −1 for χ(S ) < 0)
metric µ on S such that (S , µ) has totally geodesic boundary and supports a T -type circle pattern
P with the exterior intersection angles given by Θ. Moreover, the pair (µ,P) is unique up to
isometries if χ(S ) < 0, and up to similarities if χ(S ) = 0.
To obtain the proof, let us introduce Thurston’s construction for circle patterns [18, Chap.
13]. Recall that V, E, F are the sets of vertices, edges, and triangles of T . Assume that V ={
v1, · · · , v|V |}. We start with a radius vector r = (r1, · · · , r|V |) ∈ R|V |+ , which assigns each vertex vi
a positive number ri. A radius vector produces a hyperbolic (or Euclidean) cone metric on S as
follows.
For each combinatorial triangle 4(viv jvk) of T , one associates it with a hyperbolic (or Eu-
clidean) triangle formed by centers of three hyperbolic circles/disks of radii ri, r j, rk with exterior
intersection angles Θ([vi, v j]),Θ([v j, vk]),Θ([vk, vi]). More precisely, let li j, l jk, lki be the three
lengths of this triangle. Then
li j = cosh−1
(
cosh ri cosh r j + sinh ri sinh r j cos Θ([vi, v j])
)
in hyperbolic background geometry, or
li j =
√
r2i + r
2
j + 2rir j cos Θ([vi, v j])
in Euclidean background geometry. Similarly, we obtain l jk, lki. Under the condition (C1), for any
three positive numbers ri, r j, rk, the corresponding li j, l jk, lki satisfy the triangle inequalities (see
Lemma 1.1 in Section 1). Thus the above procedure works well.
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Gluing all these hyperbolic (or Euclidean) triangles along the common edges produces a hy-
perbolic (or Euclidean) cone metric on S with possible cone singularities at vertices of T . Let
V∂ ⊂ V be the set of boundary vertices. For each vi ∈ V , the vertex curvature Ki is defined as
follows:
Ki :=
 2pi − σ(vi), vi ∈ V \ V∂,pi − σ(vi), vi ∈ V∂.
Here σ(vi) denotes the cone angle at vi, which is equal to the sum of inner angles at vi for all
triangles incident to vi. Clearly, K1, · · · ,K|V | are smooth functions of r. This gives rise to the
following curvature map
Th(·) : R|V |+ → R|V |(
r1, r2, · · · , r|V |) 7→ (K1,K2, · · · ,K|V |).
The aim is to show that the origin (0, 0, · · · , 0) belongs to the image of the map Th. If there
exists a radius vector r∗ such that Ki(r∗) = 0 for i = 1, 2, · · · , |V |, then it produces a smooth
hyperbolic (or Euclidean) metric on S . Drawing the circle centered at vi of radius r∗i for each vi,
one obtains the desired circle pattern realizing (T ,Θ).
For any non-empty subset A of V , we denote by G(A) the union of j-cells ( j = 0, 1, 2) of T
that have at least one vertex in A, and by Lk(A) the set of pairs (e, v) of an edge e and a vertex v
with the following properties:
(i) v ∈ A; (ii) ∂e ∩ A = ∅; (iii) e and v form a triangle of T .
The following results give a complete description of the images of the curvature maps.
Theorem 0.4. Assume that Θ : E → [0, pi) satisfies (C1). In hyperbolic background geometry, the
curvature map is injective. Moreover, the image of this map consists of vectors (K1,K2, · · · ,K|V |)
satisfying
Ki <
 2pi, vi ∈ V \ V∂,pi, vi ∈ V∂, (1)
and ∑
vi∈A Ki > −
∑
(e,v)∈Lk(A)
(
pi − Θ(e)) + 2piχ(G(A) \ ∂S ) + piχ(G(A) ∩ ∂S ) (2)
for any non-empty subset A of V.
Theorem 0.5. Assume that Θ : E → [0, pi) satisfies (C1). In Euclidean background geometry,
the curvature map is injective up to scalings. Moreover, the image of this map consists of vectors
(K1,K2, · · · ,K|V |) satisfying (1) and∑
vi∈A Ki ≥ −
∑
(e,v)∈Lk(A)
(
pi − Θ(e)) + 2piχ(G(A) \ ∂S ) + piχ(G(A) ∩ ∂S ) (3)
for any non-empty subset A of V, where the equality holds if and only if A = V.
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Remark 0.6. Setting A = V , then (2) (resp. (3)) gives the following Gauss-Bonnet inequality
(resp. equality) ∑|V |
i=1
Ki > 2piχ(S )
(
resp.
∑|V |
i=1
Ki = 2piχ(S )
)
. (4)
Under proper conditions, a combinatorial argument will show that the origin belongs to the
images. A more delicate problem is to search the radius vector which gives the desired circle
pattern. For this purpose, we follow Chow-Luo’s work on combinatorial Ricci flows [2]. As a
comparison to the topological degree method, this approach has the advantage of providing an
algorithm (converging exponentially fast) to find the solution.
Specifically, in hyperbolic background geometry, one considers the ODE system
dri
dt
= −Ki sinh ri (5)
for i = 1, 2 · · · , |V |, with an initial radius vector r(0) ∈ R|V |+ . In Euclidean background geometry,
we consider the ODE system
dri
dt
= (Kav − Ki)ri, (6)
where Kav = 2piχ(S )/|V |.
Theorem 0.7. Suppose that Θ : E → [0, pi) satisfies (C1). In hyperbolic background geometry,
the solution r(t) to the flow (5) exists for all the time t ≥ 0, and the following properties H1-H4 are
equivalent:
H1. r(t) converges as t → +∞.
H2. The origin (0, · · · , 0) belongs to the image of the curvature map.
H3. If A is a non-empty subset of V, then
0 > −
∑
(e,v)∈Lk(A)
(
pi − Θ(e)) + 2piχ(G(A) \ ∂S ) + piχ(G(A) ∩ ∂S ).
H4. S has negative Euler characteristic and Θ satisfies the conditions (C2), (C3).
Moreover, if one of the above properties holds, then the flow (5) converges exponentially fast to a
radius vector which produces a smooth hyperbolic metric µ on S , so that (S , µ) supports a circle
pattern P realizing (T ,Θ).
Theorem 0.8. Suppose that Θ : E → [0, pi) satisfies (C1). In Euclidean background geometry,
the solution r(t) to the flow (6) exists for all the time t ≥ 0, and the following properties E1-E3 are
equivalent:
E1. r(t) converges as t → +∞.
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E2. The vector ( Kav, · · · ,Kav ) belongs to the image of the curvature map.
E3. If A is a proper non-empty subset of V, then
2piχ(S )|A|/|V | > −
∑
(e,v)∈Lk(A)
(
pi − Θ(e)) + 2piχ(G(A) \ ∂S ) + piχ(G(A) ∩ ∂S ).
Moreover, if one of the above properties holds, then the flow (6) converges exponentially fast to a
radius vector which produces an Euclidean cone metric µ on S , so that (S , µ) has vertex curvatures
all equal to Kav and supports a circle pattern P realizing (T ,Θ).
With proper modifications to the flows (5) and (6), one can search circle patterns with other
prescribed vertex curvatures. The following is a result generalizing Theorem 0.3.
Theorem 0.9. Let T be a triangulation of a surface S of topological type (g, n). Suppose that
Θ : E → [0, pi) and ϕ : V∂ → [0, pi) are two functions such that (C1), (C2) and the following
conditions are satisfied:
(BV1) The Gauss-Bonnet inequality (resp. equality) holds:∑
v∈V∂
ϕ(v) > 2piχ(S )
(
resp.
∑
v∈V∂
ϕ(v) = 2piχ(S )
)
.
(BV2) If the edges e1, · · · , es form a non-vacant semi pseudo-Jordan arc γ in S , then for any
non-empty semi enclosing set W of γ∑
v∈W∩V∂
ϕ(v) +
∑s
l=1
(
pi − Θ(el)) > pi.
Then there exists a hyperbolic (resp. Euclidean) metric on S so that (S , µ), whose boundary
consists of n disjoint simple piecewise-geodesic closed curves with turning angles assigned by ϕ,
supports a T -type circle pattern P with the exterior intersection angles given by Θ. Moreover, the
pair (µ,P) is unique up to isometries (resp. similarities).
Theorem 0.9 can be applied to study planar circle patterns. As an example, we have the
following result regarding circle patterns on rectangles. More relevant results can be found in
Section 4.
Corollary 0.10. Let T be a triangulation of a quadrangle. Suppose that Θ : E → [0, pi) is a
function satisfying (C1), (C2) and the following conditions:
(R1) If the edges e1, · · · , es form a semi pseudo-Jordan arc joining a pair of opposite corner
vertices, then
∑s
l=1 Θ(el)) < (s − 1/2)pi.
(R2) If the edges e1, · · · , es form a semi pseudo-Jordan arc which does not join a pair of opposite
corner vertices, then
∑s
l=1 Θ(el)) < (s − 1)pi.
6
Figure 1: A circle pattern on a rectangle
Then there exists a rectangle R which supports a circle pattern P with exterior intersection angles
given by Θ. Moreover, the pair (R,P) is unique up to similarities.
The paper is organized as follows: In next section, we introduce basic properties of three-
circle configurations. In Section 2, we study circle patterns in hyperbolic background geometry,
and prove Theorem 0.4 and Theorem 0.7. In Section 3, we deal with circle patterns in Euclidean
background geometry, and prove Theorem 0.5 and Theorem 0.8. In Section 4, we focus on cir-
cle patterns with prescribed vertex curvatures and prove Theorem 0.9. As consequences, several
results on planar circle patterns are established. The last section is an appendix on some combina-
torial facts.
Throughout this paper, we denote by | · | the cardinality of a set.
1 Preliminaries on three-circle configurations
In this section we establish several lemmas on three-circle configurations. It should be pointed
out that the non-obtuse versions of these results have been appeared in [18, 9, 2]. To simplify
notations, for three angles Θi,Θ j,Θk ∈ [0, pi), set
ξi = cos Θi + cos Θ j cos Θk,
and ξ j, ξk similarly.
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Lemma 1.1. Suppose that Θi,Θ j,Θk ∈ [0, pi) are three angles satisfying
ξi ≥ 0, ξ j ≥ 0, ξk ≥ 0.
For any three positive numbers ri, r j, rk, there exists a configuration of three intersecting disks
in both Euclidean and hyperbolic geometries, unique up to isometry, having radii ri, r j, rk and
meeting in exterior intersection angles Θi,Θ j,Θk.
Figure 2: A three-circle configuration
Proof. For the Euclidean case, set
li =
√
r2j + r
2
k + 2 cos Θir jrk,
and l j, lk similarly. It suffices to check that li, l j, lk satisfy the triangle inequalities. Without loss of
generality, we will prove the inequality
|li − l j| < lk.
That is, ∣∣∣∣ √r2j + r2k + 2 cos Θir jrk − √r2k + r2i + 2 cos Θ jrkri ∣∣∣∣ < √r2i + r2j + 2 cos Θkrir j ,
which is equivalent to the following inequality
sin2 Θir2j r
2
k + sin
2 Θ jr2k r
2
i + sin
2 Θkr2i r
2
j + 2ξir
2
i r jrk + 2ξ jr
2
j rkri + 2ξkr
2
k rir j > 0.
Under the conditions that ξi ≥ 0, ξ j ≥ 0, ξk ≥ 0, the above inequality holds. Thus the statement
follows.
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The hyperbolic case has been established in [20]. We include it here for the sake of complete-
ness. Let li > 0 such that
cosh li =
(
cosh r j cosh rk + sinh r j sinh rk cos Θi
)
Define l j, lk similarly. It suffices to check that li, l j, lk satisfy the triangle inequalities. In other
words,
cosh(li + l j) > cosh lk, (7)
and
cosh(li − l j) < cosh lk. (8)
Combining (7) and (8), we need to show
(cosh li cosh l j − cosh lk)2 < sinh2 li sinh2 l j. (9)
To simplify the notations, for η = i, j, k, set
aη = cosh rη, xη = sinh rη, Iη = cos Θη.
Then
cosh li cosh l j − cosh lk = (aia j + IiI jxix j)x2k + (Iiaix j + I ja jxi)akxk − Ikxix j. (10)
Substituting (10) into (9), it is equivalent to proving
sin2 Θix2j x
2
k + sin
2 Θ jx2k x
2
i + sin
2 Θkx2i x
2
j +
(
2 + 2IiI jIk
)
x2i x
2
j x
2
k
+ 2ξia jakx jxkx2i + 2ξ jakaixkxix
2
j + 2ξkaia jxix jx
2
k > 0.
Note that
ξi ≥ 0, ξ j ≥ 0, ξk ≥ 0,
and
2 + 2IiI jIk = 2 + 2 cos Θi cos Θ j cos Θk > 0.
We thus prove the above inequality and finish the proof. 
Remark 1.2. If Θi,Θ j,Θk ∈ [0, pi) satisfy Θi + Θ j + Θk ≤ pi, then
ξi = cos Θi + cos Θ j cos Θk ≥ 2 cos Θi + Θ j + Θk2 cos
Θi − Θ j − Θk
2
≥ 0.
Similarly, we show that ξ j ≥ 0 and ξk ≥ 0.
As in Figure 2, let 4i jk be the triangle whose vertices are the centers of three intersecting
circles. Let ϑi, ϑ j, ϑk denote the corresponding inner angles at the centers.
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Lemma 1.3. Let Θi,Θ j,Θk ∈ [0, pi) satisfy the conditions of Lemma 1.1.
(i) In Euclidean geometry,
∂ϑi
∂ri
< 0, r j
∂ϑi
∂r j
= ri
∂ϑ j
∂ri
≥ 0.
(ii) In hyperbolic geometry,
∂ϑi
∂ri
< 0, sinh r j
∂ϑi
∂r j
= sinh ri
∂ϑ j
∂ri
≥ 0, ∂Area(4i jk)
∂ri
> 0,
where Area(4i jk) denotes the area of 4i jk.
Proof. We follow the arguments in [20] and [19] and use the same notations in the proof of Lemma
1.1. In Euclidean geometry, it follows from the cosine law that
cosϑi =
l2j + l
2
k − l2i
2l jlk
.
Taking the derivative with respect to li, we have
∂ϑi
∂li
=
li
Γi jk
,
where Γi jk = sinϑil jlk. By the sine law of Euclidean triangles, it is easy to see
Γi jk = Γ jki = Γki j =: Γ.
Similarly, we obtain
∂ϑi
∂lk
= − li cosϑ j
Γi jk
= − li cosϑ j
Γ
.
Note that l2i = r
2
j + r
2
k + 2r jrkIi, we have
∂li
∂r j
=
r j + rkIi
li
.
Similarly,
∂lk
∂r j
=
r j + riIk
lk
.
A direct calculation gives
r j
∂ϑi
∂r j
= r j
(
∂ϑi
∂li
∂li
∂r j
+
∂ϑi
∂lk
∂lk
∂r j
)
=
sin2 Θkr2i r
2
j + (ξiri + ξ jr j)rir jrk
Γl2k
.
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It is easy to see
r j
∂ϑi
∂r j
= ri
∂ϑ j
∂ri
≥ 0.
Moreover, ∂ϑi/∂r j = 0 holds if and only if Θk = 0 and Θi + Θ j = pi. Consequently,
ri
∂ϑi
∂ri
= −ri
(
∂ϑ j
∂ri
+
∂ϑk
∂ri
)
= −
(
r j
∂ϑi
∂r j
+ rk
∂ϑi
∂rk
)
≤ 0.
The equality holds if and only if Θi = pi, Θ j = Θk = 0, which contradicts to the assumption that
Θi ∈ [0, pi). We thus finish the proof of the Euclidean case.
In hyperbolic geometry, due to the cosine and sine laws of hyperbolic triangles, one obtains
∂ϑi
∂li
=
sinh li
Υ
,
∂ϑi
∂lk
= −sinh li cosϑ j
Υ
,
where Υ = sinϑi sinh l j sinh lk. Moreover, note that
cosh li = cosh r j cosh rk + cos Θi sinh r j sinh rk = a jak + Iix jxk.
It follows that
∂li
∂r j
=
akx j + Iia jxk
sinh li
.
Similarly,
∂lk
∂r j
=
aix j + Ika jxi
sinh lk
.
We have
sinh r j
∂ϑi
∂r j
= sinh r j
(
∂ϑi
∂li
∂li
∂r j
+
∂ϑi
∂lk
∂lk
∂r j
)
=
sin2 Θka2k x
2
i x
2
j + (ξia jxi + ξ jaix j)xix jxk
Υ sinh2 lk
.
which implies
sinh r j
∂ϑi
∂r j
= sinh ri
∂ϑ j
∂ri
≥ 0.
Similarly, ∂ϑi/∂r j = 0 holds if and only if Θk = 0 and Θi + Θ j = pi.
Fix r j, rk, and let ri vary. Then li stays constant. Because ∂ϑ j/∂ri ≥ 0 and ∂ϑk/∂ri ≥ 0, that
means the other two edges of the triangle 4i jk move outwards or remain unchanged as ri increases.
Furthermore, it is easy to see that these two edges can not stay unchanged simultaneously. Hence
the area Area(4i jk) is a strictly increasing function of ri. Namely,
∂Area(4i jk)
∂ri
> 0.
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Due to the Gauss-Bonnet formula, we have
∂ϑi
∂ri
= −∂Area(4i jk)
∂ri
− ∂ϑ j
∂ri
− ∂ϑk
∂ri
< 0.

Lemma 1.4. In Euclidean geometry,
0 < ϑi < pi − Θi, ϑi + ϑ j + ϑk = pi.
In hyperbolic geometry,
0 < ϑi < pi − Θi, ϑi + ϑ j + ϑk < pi.
The proof is simple and hence we omit the details.
Lemma 1.5. Given three positive numbers a, b, c, in both Euclidean and hyperbolic geometries,
we have
lim
(ri,r j,rk)→(0,a,b)
ϑi = pi − Θi,
lim
(ri,r j,rk)→(0,0,c)
ϑi + ϑ j = pi,
lim
(ri,r j,rk)→(0,0,0)
ϑi + ϑ j + ϑk = pi.
Proof. In Euclidean geometry, the first assertion is straightforward. To prove the second assertion,
it suffices to show that ϑk → 0 as (ri, r j, rk)→ (0, 0, c). By taking the limit in the following equality
cosϑk =
r2k + r jrkIi + rirkI j − rir jIk√
r2j + r
2
k + 2r jrkIi
√
r2i + r
2
k + 2rirkI j
,
it is easy to check that the statement holds. The third assertion is trivial.
In hyperbolic geometry, note that
cosϑi =
cosh l j cosh lk − cosh li
sinh l j sinh lk
.
As (ri, r j, rk)→ (0, a, b), we have l j → b, lk → a and
cosh li → cosh a cosh b + cos Θi sinh a sinh b.
Hence
cosϑi → − cos Θi,
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which implies the first assertion. To prove the second one, a routine computation shows
0 < cosϑi + cosϑ j =
sinh(li + l j)
[
cosh lk − cosh(li − l j)]
sinh li sinh l j sinh lk
≤ sinh(li + l j)(cosh lk − 1)
sinh li sinh l j sinh lk
=
sinh(li + l j) sinh(lk/2)
sinh li sinh l j cosh(lk/2)
.
As (ri, r j, rk)→ (0, 0, c), we have li → c, l j → c and lk → 0. Therefore,
cosϑi + cosϑ j → 0,
which implies ϑi + ϑ j → pi. For the third assertion, observe that all the three lengths li, l j, lk tend
to zero as (ri, r j, rk) → (0, 0, 0). It follows that Area(4i jk) tends to zero. Due to Gauss-Bonnet
formula, the statement follows. 
Lemma 1.6. In hyperbolic geometry, given Θi,Θ j,Θk ∈ [0, pi), for any  > 0, there exists a
positive number L such that for any positive ri, r j, rk satisfying ri > L,
ϑi < .
As a consequence, we have
lim
ri→+∞
ϑi = 0.
Proof. The non-obtuse case was observed by Chow-Luo [2]. The following proof is similar to
those in [8, 6, 20]. By the hyperbolic cosine law, we have
cosϑi =
cosh(l j + lk) + cosh(l j − lk) − 2 cosh li
cosh(l j + lk) − cosh(l j − lk) =
1 + δ − 2ρ
1 − δ ,
where
δ =
cosh(l j − lk)
cosh(l j + lk)
, ρ =
cosh li
cosh(l j + lk)
.
We shall prove δ, ρ → 0 uniformly as ri → +∞. For η = i, j, k, setting cη = min{cos Θη, 0}, we
have 0 < 1 + cη ≤ 1. Then
cosh lk = cosh ri cosh r j + sinh ri sinh r j cos Θk
≥ cosh ri cosh r j + ck cosh ri cosh r j
≥ (1 + ck) cosh ri cosh r j
≥ (1 + ck) cosh ri.
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Similarly,
cosh l j ≥ (1 + c j) cosh ri cosh rk ≥ (1 + c j) cosh ri.
We obtain
0 < δ <
max{cosh l j, cosh lk}
cosh(l j + lk)
<
1
min{cosh l j, cosh lk} ≤
1
(1 + c j)(1 + ck) cosh ri
,
we have δ→ 0 uniformly as ri → +∞. Furthermore, note that
cosh li ≤ 2 cosh r j cosh rk.
We get
0 < ρ ≤ cosh li
cosh l j cosh lk
≤ 2
(1 + c j)(1 + ck) cosh2 ri
.
Then ρ→ 0 uniformly as ri → +∞. 
2 Hyperbolic background geometry
2.1 Curvature map and energy function
Recall that T is a triangulation of S with the sets of vertices, edges and triangles V, E, F. Given
a non-empty subset A of V , let F(A) ⊂ F be the set of triangles that have at least one vertex in A.
For a vertex vi ∈ V and a triangle 4 ∈ F incident to vi, we denote ϑ4i by the inner angle at vi of the
triangle 4. Therefore, the cone angle σ(vi) at vi can be expressed as
σ(vi) =
∑
4∈F({vi}) ϑ
4
i .
For i = 1, 2, · · · , |V |, using the change of variables ui = ln tanh(ri/2), one regards the vertex
curvatures as smooth functions of u = (u1, · · · , u|V |). This induces the smooth curvature map in
terms of u:
Th(·) : R|V |− → R|V |(
u1, u2, · · · , u|V |) 7→ (K1, K2, · · · , K|V |).
Lemma 2.1. The Jacobian matrix of Th in terms of u is symmetric and positive definite.
Proof. If vi, v j is a pair of non-adjacent vertices, then
∂Ki
∂u j
=
∂K j
∂ui
= 0.
Otherwise, suppose that [vi, v j] = e ∈ E. In case that e is not a boundary edge, then there exist two
triangles 41,42 adjacent to e. By Lemma 1.3, a simple computation gives
∂Ki
∂u j
= −∂ϑ
41
i
∂u j
− ∂ϑ
42
i
∂u j
= −
∂ϑ41j
∂ui
−
∂ϑ42j
∂ui
=
∂K j
∂ui
< 0.
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In case that e is a boundary edge, a similar argument implies
∂Ki
∂u j
=
∂K j
∂ui
< 0.
This yields that the Jacobian matrix of Th is symmetric.
Moreover, applying Lemma 1.3, we have
∂Ki
∂ui
= −
∑
4∈F({vi})
∂ϑ4i
∂ui
> 0.
Combining these, one obtains∣∣∣∣∂Ki
∂ui
∣∣∣∣ −∑ j,i ∣∣∣∣∂Ki∂u j
∣∣∣∣ = ∑|V |j=1 ∂Ki∂u j =
∑|V |
j=1
∂K j
∂ui
=
∑
4∈F({vi})
∂Area(4)
∂ui
> 0. (11)
The Jacobian matrix is diagonally dominant and hence is positive definite. 
Let us consider the 1-form ω =
∑|V |
i=1 Kidui. Because ∂Ki/∂u j = ∂K j/∂ui, it is easy to see that
ω is closed. Following Colin de Verdie`re [4], the following energy function
Φ(u) =
∫ u
u(0)
ω, (12)
is well-defined and is independent on the choice of piecewise smooth paths in R|V |− from u(0) to u.
Here u(0) ∈ R|V |− is an arbitrary initial point.
Lemma 2.2. The energy function Φ in terms of u is strictly convex in R|V |− .
Proof. Note that the Hessian of Φ is equal to the Jacobian of the curvature map, which is positive
definite by Lemma 2.1. Hence Φ is strictly convex. 
Corollary 2.3. The curvature map Th in terms of u is injective.
Proof. Note that ∇Φ = Th and Φ is strictly convex. The statement follows from the following
Lemma 2.4 from analysis. 
Lemma 2.4. Suppose that Ω ⊂ Rn is convex and the smooth function h : Ω→ R is strictly convex.
Then the gradient map ∇h : Ω→ Rn is injective.
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2.2 Image of the curvature map
It is ready to characterize the image of the curvature map via the continuity method.
Proof of Theorem 0.4. Let Z ⊂ R|V | be the convex set characterized by the systems of inequalities
(1) and (2). Here we assume that the curvature map Th is in terms of r. It suffices to show that
Th(R|V |+ ) = Z. We have the following claims:
(i) Th is continuous.
(ii) Th is injective. Because the change of variables r 7→ u(r) is one-to-one, this follows from
Corollary 2.3.
(iii) Th(R|V |+ ) ⊂ Z. Given any r ∈ R|V |+ , we need to show that (K1(r), · · · ,K|V |(r)) satisfies the two
systems of inequalities. The verification of (1) is trivial. To check (2), assume that A ⊂ V
is a non-empty set. Let E(A), F(A) be the sets of edges and triangles of T that have at least
one vertex in A. For j = 1, 2, 3, let F j(A) denote the set of triangles having j vertices in A.
Note that
|F1(A)| = |Lk(A)|.
Using Lemma 1.4, one obtains∑
vi∈A σ(vi)(r) <
∑
(e,v)∈Lk(A)
(
pi − Θ(e)) + pi( |F2(A)| + |F3(A)| )
=
∑
(e,v)∈Lk(A)
(
pi − Θ(e)) + pi|F(A)| − pi|Lk(A)|.
It follows that∑
vi∈A Ki(r) > −
∑
(e,v)∈Lk(A)
(
pi − Θ(e)) + 2pi|A| − pi|F(A)| + pi|Lk(A)| − pi|A ∩ V∂|.
Combining it with following Lemma 2.5, we deduce∑
vi∈A Ki(r) > −
∑
(e,v)∈Lk(A)
(
pi − Θ(e)) + 2piχ(G(A) \ ∂S ) + piχ(G(A) ∩ ∂S ).
(iv) The map Th : R|V |+ → Z is proper. It suffices to check that one of the inequalities in (1)
and (2) becomes an equality as some of the radii tend to infinity or zero. To this end, let
{rn} ⊂ R|V |+ be a sequence. In case that rni → +∞ for some fixed i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , |V |}, we need
to check that
σ(vi)(rn) → 0,
which is an immediate consequence of Lemma 1.6. In case that rni → 0 for some i ∈
{1, 2, · · · , |V |}, by Lemma 2.5, it suffices to show∑
vi∈A Ki(r
n) → −
∑
(e,v)∈Lk(A)
(
pi − Θ(e)) + 2pi|A| − pi|F(A)| + pi|Lk(A)| − pi|A ∩ V∂|,
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where A ⊂ V consists of all vertices vi ∈ V such that rni → 0. Equivalently, we need to
check that ∑
vi∈A σ(vi)(r
n) →
∑
(e,v)∈Lk(A)
(
pi − Θ(e)) + pi( |F2(A)| + |F3(A)| )
Using Lemma 1.5, the claim follows.
By Brouwer’s theorem on invariance of domain, the first three claims imply that Th(R|V |+ ) is a
non-empty open set of Z. Combining with the fourth claim, Th(R|V |+ ) is both open and closed in Z.
Because Z is connected, we have Th(R|V |+ ) = Z. 
Lemma 2.5. For any non-empty subset A of V, we have
2|A| − |F(A)| + |Lk(A)| − |A ∩ V∂| = 2χ(G(A) \ ∂S ) + χ(G(A) ∩ ∂S ).
We postpone the proof to Appendix.
2.3 Completeness
Let us consider the combinatorial Ricci flow (5). Using the substitution ui = ln tanh(ri/2) for
i = 1, 2, · · · , |V |, one rewrites it as an autonomous ODE system
dui
dt
= −Ki. (13)
For simplicity, we shall not distinguish the r-flow (5) and the u-flow (13), since there is no sub-
stantial difference between them.
Because each Ki depends on u smoothly, (K1,K2, · · · ,K|V |) is locally Lipschitz continuous in
R|V |− . By the well-known Picard theorem in classical ODE theory, the u-flow (13) has a unique
solution u(t), where t ∈ [0, ) for some  > 0. Hence for any initial value u(0) ∈ R|V |− , the solution
to the u-flow (13) uniquely exists in a maximal time interval [0,T0) with 0 < T0 ≤ +∞. As a
result, the solution to the r-flow (5) also uniquely exists in a maximal interval [0,T0). The next
lemma shows that T0 = +∞.
Lemma 2.6. The flow (5) has a unique solution r(t) which exists for all time t ≥ 0. Moreover,
each ri(t) is bounded from above in [0,+∞).
Proof. Observe that each |Ki| is uniformly bounded by a positive constant c, which depends only
on the combinatorial information of the triangulation T . Using (13), for each vertex vi ∈ V , we
derive
−ct ≤ ui(t) − ui(0) ≤ ct.
It follows that
ri(t) ≥ ln 1 + mie
−ct
1 − mie−ct > 0,
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where mi = tanh(ri(0)/2) ∈ (0, 1). This means ri(t) never touches the 0-boundary of R|V |+ , i.e. the
topological boundary ∂R|V |+ , in any finite time interval.
It remains to show ri(t) is bounded from above in [0,T0) for i = 1, 2, · · · , |V |. Assume that it
is not true. Then there exists at least one vertex vi ∈ V such that limt↑T0 ri(t) = +∞. For such i,
by Lemma 1.6, there exists L > 0 sufficiently large such that Ki > pi/2 whenever ri > L. Since
limt↑T0 ri(t) = +∞, we can choose b ∈ (0,T0) such that ri(b) > L. Set
a = inf
s
{ s ∈ [0, b) | ri(t) > L, ∀t ∈ [s, b] }.
One is ready to see that ri(a) = L. Moreover, for t ∈ [a, b], note that
r′i (t) = −Ki sinh ri < 0.
Hence ri(b) ≤ ri(a) = L, which contradicts to ri(b) > L. As a result, each ri(t) has an upper bound
in [0,T0). It follows that r(t) never touches the +∞-boundary of R|V |+ .
To summarise, r(t) stays in a compact set in R|V |+ . The classical ODE theory then implies
T0 = +∞. Consequently, the flow (5) exists for all time t ≥ 0 and each ri(t) is bounded from above
in [0,+∞). 
2.4 Convergence
Proposition 2.7. If the solution r(t) to the flow (5) converges to a vector r∗ ∈ R|V |+ , then r∗ produces
a smooth hyperbolic metric on S .
Proof. Obviously, u(t) converges to u∗, where u∗ ∈ R|V |− is the vector corresponding to r∗. For any
positive integer n, by the mean value theorem there exists ζn ∈ (n, n + 1) such that
ui(n + 1) − ui(n) = u′i(ζn) = −Ki(u(ζn)).
As n→ +∞, we have ui(n + 1) − ui(n)→ 0 and Ki(u(ζn))→ Ki(u∗). Thus
Ki(u∗) = 0,
which concludes the proposition. 
The following lemma is a standard result from the analysis. See, e.g., [5, 7].
Lemma 2.8. Let h be a strictly convex smooth function defined in a convex set Ω ⊂ Rn with a
critical point p ∈ Ω. Then the following two properties hold:
(i) p is the unique global minimum point of h.
(ii) If Ω is unbounded, then lim
‖x‖→+∞
h(x) = +∞.
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Proof of Theorem 0.7. By Proposition 2.7, the implication “H1 ⇒ H2” is straightforward.
To see “H2 ⇒ H1”, let r∗ be the radius vector such that Ki(r∗) = 0 for i = 1, 2, · · · , |V | and
let u∗ be the vector corresponding to r∗. Consider the energy function Φ defined as (12). Then
∇Φ|u∗ = 0. That means u∗ is a critical point of Φ. Because Φ is strictly convex, by Lemma 2.8, u∗
is a global minimal point of Φ. Meanwhile,
dΦ(u(t))
dt
= −
∑|V |
i=1
∂Φ
∂ui
u′i(t) = −
∑|V |
i=1
K2i ≤ 0.
It follows that Φ(u(t)) is descending and bounded from below. Hence Φ(u(+∞)) exists.
We claim that {u(t) : t ∈ [0,+∞)} is compact in R|V |− . On the one hand, each ui(t) is bounded
from below. Otherwise, there exists tn → +∞ such that ‖u(tn)‖ → +∞. Due to Lemma 2.8,
lim
n→∞Φ(u(tn)) = +∞,
which contradicts to the convergence of Φ(u(t)). On the other hand, for each ui(t), by Lemma 2.6,
there exists a constant L > 0 such that
ui(t) = ln tanh
ri(t)
2
< ln tanh
L
2
.
Because u(t) is bounded from below and above, we prove the claim.
It remains to show that u(t) converges as t → +∞. For each positive integer n, one can choose
ζn ∈ (n, n + 1) satisfying
Φ(u(n + 1)) − Φ(u(n)) = Φ′(u(ζn)) = −
∑|V |
i=1
K2i (u(ζn).
As n→ ∞, Φ(u(n + 1)) − Φ(u(n))→ 0, we obtain
Ki(u(ζn)) → 0
for i = 1, 2, · · · , |V |. Let us pick up a subsequence {u(ζnk )} convergent to u˜ ∈ R|V |− . It is easy to
see that u˜ is also a critical point. Using Lemma 2.8, we have u˜ = u∗, which implies u(ζnk ) → u∗.
Moreover, a similar argument shows that any convergent subsequence of u(t) tends to u∗. As a
result, u(t)→ u∗.
In summary, we show that “H1 ⇔ H2”. Meanwhile, “H2 ⇔ H3” is an immediate consequence
of Theorem 0.4. Finally, the relation “H3 ⇔ H4” follows from Gauss-Bonnet inequality (4) and
the following Proposition 2.9.
It remains to consider the exponential convergence of the flow. Using (13), we have
dKi
dt
= −
∑|V |
j=1
∂Ki
∂u j
K j
Set
M(t) = max
{
K1(r(t)), · · · ,K|V |(r(t)) }.
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Applying (11), a routine computation gives
dM(t)
dt
≤ − M(t)
∑
4∈F({vl})
∂Area(4)
∂ul
,
where l ∈ {1, 2, · · · , |V |} satisfies Kl(r(t)) = M(t). Since {u(t) : t ∈ [0,+∞)} is compact, standard
arguments imply that there exists a positive number c1 such that
M(t) ≤ M(0)e−c1t.
Hence there exists c2 > 0 satisfying
dri
dt
= −Ki sinh ri ≥ −c2e−c1t,
It follows that
ri(t) − r∗i = −
∫ +∞
t
r′i (s) ds ≤
c2
c1
e−c1t.
Similarly, there exist positive numbers c3, c4 such that
ri(t) − r∗i ≥
c4
c3
e−c3t.
We thus finish the proof. 
The following combinatorial fact is a special case of Proposition 4.3 in Section 4.
Proposition 2.9. H3 holds for all proper non-empty subset A of V if and only if the conditions
(C2), (C3) are satisfied.
3 Euclidean background geometry
3.1 Curvature map and energy function
For i = 1, 2, · · · , |V |, using the change of variables ui = ln ri, one regards the vertex curvatures as
smooth functions of u = (u1, · · · , u|V |).
Lemma 3.1. The Jacobian matrix of the curvature map in terms of u is symmetric and positive
semi-definite. Moreover, when restricted in Ξd = {u ∈ R|V | : ∑|V |i=1 ui = d} (d is a given real
number), it is positive definite.
Proof. By Lemma 1.3, we have
∂Ki
∂ui
> 0,
∂Ki
∂u j
=
∂K j
∂ui
≤ 0 ( j , i),
∑|V |
j=1
∂Ki
∂u j
= 0.
Similar arguments to the proof of Lemma 2.1 yield the first part. And it follows from the linear
algebra that the Jacobian matrix of the curvature map is positive definite when restricted in Ξd. 
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Let us consider the 1-form ω =
∑|V |
i=1(Ki − Kav)dui. Similarly, ω is closed and the following
energy function
Φ(u) =
∫ u
u(0)
ω, (14)
is well-defined and is independent on the choice of piecewise smooth paths in R|V | from an initial
point u(0) to u.
Lemma 3.2. The energy function Φ in terms of u is convex in R|V | and is strictly convex when
restricted in Ξd.
Proof. Because the Hessian of Φ is equal to the Jacobian of the curvature map, the statement
follows from Lemma 3.1. 
Corollary 3.3. The curvature map in terms of u is injective when restricted in Ξd.
Proof. It is an immediate consequence of Lemma 2.4 and Lemma 3.2. 
3.2 Image of the curvature map
Proof of Theorem 0.5. Let Y ⊂ R|V | be the convex set characterized by the systems of inequalities
(1) and (3). Set
Λd =
{
r ∈ R|V |+ :
∏|V |
i=1
ri = ed
}
.
Apparently, Th(R|V |+ ) = Th(Λd). Let us consider the restriction map
Th : Λd → Y.
It is easy to see
dim(Λd) = dim(Y) = |V | − 1.
Moreover, we have the following claims:
(i) Th is continuous.
(ii) Th is injective, which is a result of Corollary 3.3.
(iii) Th(Λd) ⊂ Y . For any r ∈ Λd, Lemma 1.4 implies that∑
vi∈A σ(vi)(r) ≤
∑
(e,v)∈Lk(A)
(
pi − Θ(e)) + pi( |F2(A)| + |F3(A)| )
=
∑
(e,v)∈Lk(A)
(
pi − Θ(e)) + pi|F(A)| − pi|Lk(A)|.
Hence∑
vi∈A Ki(r) ≥ −
∑
(e,v)∈Lk(A)
(
pi − Θ(e)) + 2pi|A| − pi|F(A)| + pi|Lk(A)| − pi|A ∩ V∂|,
where the equality holds if and only if F(A) = F3(A). Noting that F(A) = F3(A) is equiva-
lent to V = A, the statement follows from Lemma 2.5.
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(iv) The map Th : Λd → Y is proper. Because of Remark 3.4, it remains to check that (3)
becomes an equality when the radii for those vertices in A tend to zero, where A is an
arbitrary proper non-empty subset of V . Due to Lemma 1.5, the claim holds.
By continuity method, similar arguments to the proof of Theorem 0.4 imply that Th(Λd) = Y .
Thus the theorem is proved. 
Remark 3.4. For each vi ∈ V∂, set Ai = V \ {vi}. It follows from (3) that∑
j,i
K j > 2piχ(S \ ∂S ) + piχ(∂S \ {vi}) = 2piχ(S ) − pi.
Combining with the Gauss-Bonnet equality in (4), we obtain Ki < pi. Similarly, Ki < 2pi if
vi ∈ V \ V∂. This means that (1) is implied by (3).
3.3 Completeness
Let us consider the flow (6). Similarly, one rewrites it as an autonomous ODE system
dui
dt
= Kav − Ki. (15)
And we shall not distinguish the r-flow (6) and the u-flow (15).
Picard’s theorem implies that the flow (15) has a unique solution u(t), where t ∈ [0, ) for some
 > 0. Therefore, for any initial value u(0) ∈ R|V |, the solution to the u-flow (15) uniquely exists
in a maximal time interval [0,T0) with 0 < T0 ≤ +∞. And the solution to the r-flow (6) also
uniquely exists in a maximal interval [0,T0). Similarly, we have T0 = +∞.
Lemma 3.5. For any r(0) ∈ R|V |+ , the combinatorial Ricci flow (6) has a unique solution r(t) which
exists for all time t ≥ 0. Moreover, ∏|V |i=1 ri(t) is invariant as t varies.
Proof. First, a simple calculation gives∑|V |
i=1
dui
dt
=
∑|V |
i=1
(Kav − Ki) = 0.
Hence
∑|V |
i=1 ui(t) stays constant, which implies that
∏|V |
i=1 ri(t) is invariant as t varies. To prove
that the solution exists for all time t ≥ 0, one needs to show that r(t) never touches the boundary.
Because ∏|V |
i=1
ri(t) =
∏|V |
i=1
ri(0),
it suffices to check that every ri(t) can not become zero within any finite time. Observe that each
|Kav −Ki| is uniformly bounded by a positive constant c, which depends only on the combinatorial
information of the triangulation T . Using (15), for each i, we have
−ct ≤ ui(t) − ui(0) ≤ ct.
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It follows that
ri(t) ≥ ri(0)e−ct > 0.
Thus the lemma is proved. 
3.4 Convergence
Proposition 3.6. If the solution to the flow (6) converges to a vector r∗ ∈ R|V |+ , then r∗ produces an
Euclidean cone metric on S so that all vertex curvatures are equal to Kav.
The proof follows verbatim from Proposition 2.7. We omit the details.
Proof of Theorem 0.8. The implication “E1 ⇒ E2” follows from Proposition 3.6.
To show “E2 ⇒ E1”, suppose that r∗ ∈ Λ(0) satisfies Ki(r∗) = Kav for i = 1, · · · , |V |. Let u∗
correspond to r∗. Then u∗ ∈ Ξ(0), where
Ξ(0) =
{
u ∈ R|V | :
∑|V |
i=1
ui =
∑|V |
i=1
ln ri(0)
}
.
Consider the energy function Φ defined as (14). Then ∇Φ|u∗ = 0, which implies that u∗ is a critical
point of Φ. By Lemma 3.2 and Lemma 2.8, u∗ is a global minimal point of Φ in Ξ(0). It follows
that Φ is bounded from below. Moreover,
dΦ(u(t))
dt
= −
∑|V |
i=1
∂Φ
∂ui
u′i(t) = −
∑|V |
i=1
(Ki − Kav)2 ≤ 0.
As a result, Φ(u(+∞)) exists. We claim that {u(t) : t ∈ [0,+∞)} is compact in Ξ(0). It suffices
to prove that u(t) is bounded. Suppose that it is not true. Then there exists tn → +∞ such that
‖u(tn)‖ → +∞. By Lemma 2.8, it is not hard to see
lim
n→∞Φ(u(tn)) = +∞,
which contradicts to the convergence of Φ(u(t)). Hence {u(t) : t ∈ [0,+∞)} is compact. And
similar arguments to the proof of Theorem 0.7 imply that u(t)→ u∗.
To summarise, we show that “E1 ⇔ E2”. Meanwhile, the relation “E2 ⇔ E3” follows from
Theorem 0.5. It remains to investigate the exponential convergence of the flow. By Gauss-Bonnet
equality, one obtains ∑|V |
j=1
∂Ki
∂u j
=
∑|V |
j=1
∂K j
∂ui
=
∂
∂ui
(
2piχ(S )
)
= 0.
It follows that
dKi
dt
= −
∑|V |
j=1
∂Ki
∂u j
(K j − Kav)
= −
∑|V |
j=1
∂Ki
∂u j
(K j − Kav) +
∑|V |
j=1
∂Ki
∂u j
(Ki − Kav)
=
∑|V |
j=1
∂Ki
∂u j
(Ki − K j).
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Set g(t) =
∑|V |
i=1(Ki − Kav)2. A routine calculation gives
dg(t)
dt
=
∑|V |
i=1
∑|V |
j=1
∂Ki
∂u j
(Ki − Kav)(Ki − K j)
=
∑|V |
i=1
∑|V |
j=1
∂K j
∂ui
(K j − Kav)(K j − Ki)
=
1
2
∑|V |
i=1
∑|V |
j=1
∂Ki
∂u j
(Ki − K j)2
Recall that the coefficient ∂Ki/∂u j = 0 if the vertices vi, v j are not adjacent. Therefore,
dg(t)
dt
=
∑
[vi,v j]∈E
∂Ki
∂u j
(Ki − K j)2.
By the following Lemma 3.7, we show that
dg(t)
dt
≤ −c1g(t).
As a result,
g(t) ≤ g(0)e−c1t.
It follows that |Ki(t) − Kav|2 ≤ g(t) ≤ g(0)e−c1t. By taking the integration in (5), we prove that r(t)
converges exponentially fast to r∗. 
Lemma 3.7. There exists c1 > 0 such that∑
[vi,v j]∈E
∂Ki
∂u j
(Ki − K j)2 ≤ −c1
∑|V |
i=1
(Ki − Kav)2.
In Section 4, we will prove Lemma 4.2, which generalizes the above lemma.
Proof of the Theorem 0.3. In case that χ(S ) < 0, the statement is an immediate result of Theorem
0.7. Suppose that χ(S ) = 0. Then Kav = 2piχ(S )/|V | = 0. Applying Theorem 0.8, the vector
(0, 0, · · · , 0) belongs to the image of the curvature map if and only if E3 holds. Because χ(S ) = 0,
E3 and H3 are the same for any proper non-empty subset A of V . Due to Proposition 2.9, we finish
the proof. 
4 Further discussions
4.1 Circle patterns with prescribed curvatures
To search the circle pattern with other prescribed vertex curvatures, we modify (5) to another ODE
system
dri
dt
= (ki − Ki) sinh ri (16)
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and modify (6) to the ODE system
dri
dt
= (ki − Ki)ri (17)
with an initial radius vector r(0) ∈ R|V |+ , where K = (k1, · · · , k|V |) ∈ R|V | is a prescribed curvature
vector. Such a vector K is called hyperbolic (resp. Euclidean) if it satisfies (1) and the Gauss-
Bonnet inequality (resp. equality) in (4). And K is called attainable, if it satisfies (2) except for
the case that A = V . Remind that (2) and (3) are the same if A is a proper non-empty subset of V .
Theorem 4.1. Suppose that Θ : E → [0, pi) satisfies (C1). For any hyperbolic (resp. Euclidean)
curvature vector K = (k1, · · · , k|V |), the flow (16) (resp. (17)) has a unique solution r(t) which
exists for all time t ≥ 0. And r(t) converges if and only if K is attainable. Moreover, if r(t)
converges, then it converges exponentially fast to a radius vector which produces a hyperbolic
(resp. Euclidean) cone metric µ on S , so that (S , µ) has vertex curvatures assigned by K and
supports a T -type circle pattern P whose exterior intersection angle function is Θ.
Proof. The completeness follows verbatim from Lemma 2.6 and Lemma 3.5. Moreover, using
similar arguments to proofs of the relations “H1 ⇔ H2 ⇔ H3” and “E1 ⇔ E2 ⇔ E3”, we prove
that r(t) converges if and only if K is attainable.
It remains to deal with the exponentially convergence part. In hyperbolic background geome-
try, using (16), we have
dKi
dt
= −
∑|V |
j=1
∂Ki
∂u j
(K j − k j).
Set
M(t) = max
{
K1(r(t)) − k1, · · · ,K|V |(r(t)) − k|V | }.
By applying (11), a routine computation gives
dM(t)
dt
≤ − M(t)
∑
4∈F({vl})
∂Area(4)
∂ul
,
where l ∈ {1, 2, · · · , |V |} satisfies Kl(r(t)) − kl = M(t). By combining it with the last step of the
proof of Theorem 0.7, the statement follows.
In Euclidean background geometry, let g(t) =
∑|V |
i=1(Ki − ki)2. It is easy to see
dg(t)
dt
=
1
2
∑|V |
i=1
∑|V |
j=1
∂Ki
∂u j
(Ki − ki − K j + k j)2.
Note that the coefficient ∂Ki/∂u j = 0 if the vertices vi, v j are not adjacent. Therefore,
dg(t)
dt
=
∑
[vi,v j]∈E
∂Ki
∂u j
(Ki − ki − K j + k j)2.
By the following Lemma 4.2 and similar arguments to the proof of Theorem 0.8, we prove that
r(t) converges exponentially fast to the desired radius vector. 
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Lemma 4.2. Let K = (k1, · · · , k|V |) be an Euclidean curvature vector. In Euclidean background
geometry, there exists a positive number c1 such that∑
[vi,v j]∈E
∂Ki
∂u j
(Ki − ki − K j + k j)2 ≤ −c1
∑|V |
i=1
(Ki − ki)2.
Proof. We follow the method of Chow-Luo [2]. Because r(t) stays in a compact set, the coeffi-
cients ∂Ki/∂u j in the above inequality are uniformly bounded from above by a negative constant.
It suffices to prove ∑|V |
i=1
(Ki − ki)2 ≤ c2
∑
[vi,v j]∈E(Ki − ki − K j + k j)
2
for some positive number c2. By the Gauss-Bonnet equality, we have∑|V |
j=1
(K j − k j) = 2piχ(S ) − 2piχ(S ) = 0.
It follows that
(Ki − ki)2 =
[
Ki − ki − 1/|V |
∑|V |
j=1
(
K j − k j)]2
=
[∑|V |
j=1
1/|V |(Ki − ki − K j + k j)]2
≤ 1/|V |
∑|V |
j=1
(Ki − ki − K j + k j)2.
Hence ∑|V |
i=1
(Ki − ki)2 ≤ 1/|V |
∑|V |
i=1
∑|V |
j=1
(Ki − ki − K j + k j)2.
Meanwhile, there exists a sequence of vertices vl0 = vi, vl1 , · · · , vlq = v j such that vlh and vlh+1 are
adjacent, where q depends only on vi, v j and the triangulation T . By Cauchy’s inequality,
(Ki − ki − K j + k j)2 =
[∑q−1
h=0
(
Klh − klh − Klh+1 + klh+1
)]2
≤ q
∑q−1
h=0
(
Klh − klh − Klh+1 + klh+1
)2
≤ q
∑
[vα,vβ]∈E
(
Kα − kα − Kβ + kβ)2.
Choose an upper bound D for all such q. Combining the above relations, we have∑|V |
i=1
(Ki − ki)2 ≤ D|V |
∑
[vi,v j]∈E(Ki − ki − K j + k j)
2.
Thus the lemma is proved. 
Proof of Theorem 0.9. The theorem is an immediate consequence of Theorem 4.1 and the fol-
lowing Proposition 4.3. 
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Given a function ϕ : V∂ → [0, pi), let us define a vector K[ϕ] = (k1, · · · , k|V |) by
ki =
 ϕ(vi), if vi ∈ V∂;0, if vi ∈ V \ V∂.
The following result plays a crucial role in relating Theorem 0.9 to Theorem 4.1.
Proposition 4.3. K[ϕ] is attainable if and only if the conditions (C2), (BV2) are satisfied.
The proof is based on combinatorial arguments and is postponed to Appendix.
4.2 Planar circle patterns
Setting (g, n) = (0, 1), Theorem 0.8 gives the following result.
Theorem 4.4. Let T be a triangulation of a topological closed disk. Suppose that Θ : E → [0, pi)
and ϕ : V∂ → [0, pi) are two functions such that (C1), (C2) and the following conditions are
satisfied:
(Q1) The Gauss-Bonnet inequality (resp. equality) holds:∑
v∈V∂
ϕ(v) > 2pi
(
resp.
∑
v∈V∂
ϕ(v) = 2pi
)
.
(Q2) If the edges e1, · · · , es form a semi pseudo-Jordan arc γ joining two distinct boundary
vertices, then for any non-empty semi enclosing set W of γ∑
v∈W∩V∂
ϕ(v) +
∑s
l=1
(
pi − Θ(el)) > pi.
Then there exists a convex hyperbolic (resp. Euclidean) polygon Q which has external angles
given by ϕ and supports a T -type circle pattern P with exterior intersection angles given by Θ.
Moreover, the pair (Q,P) is unique up to isometries (resp. similarities).
Turning to the limiting case that ϕ ≡ pi, the following result is straightforward.
Corollary 4.5. Let T be a triangulation of a topological closed disk. Suppose that Θ : E → [0, pi)
is a function satisfying (C1), (C2). Then in the hyperbolic disk there exists a T -type circle pattern
P whose exterior intersection angle function is Θ and whose boundary circles are horocyles.
Moreover, P is unique up to isometries.
Another corollary is a generalization of Marden-Rodin’s theorem [9].
Theorem 4.6. Let T be a triangulation of the sphere. Suppose that Θ : E → [0, pi) satisfies (C1)
and the following conditions:
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(i) There exists a triangle of T with boundary edges ea, eb, ec such that ∑l=a,b,c Θ(el) < pi.
(ii) If the edges e1, e2, · · · , es form a simple closed curve which separates the vertices of T , then∑s
l=1 Θ(el) < (s − 2)pi
Then there exists a T -type circle pattern P on the Riemann sphere Cˆ with the exterior intersection
angles given by Θ. Moreover, P is unique up to Mo¨bius transformations.
A circle pattern P on the sphere can be stereographically projected to the plane. Since stereo-
graphic projection is conformal, the exterior intersection angles are the same. More precisely, one
can construct the circle pattern on the sphere by constructing the corresponding planar pattern and
then projecting it back to the sphere. Therefore, to prove Theorem 4.6, one needs only to construct
a proper planar circle pattern.
Proof of Theorem 4.6. Let 4∞ be the triangle of T whose boundary edges are ea, eb, ec and let
va, vb, vc be the vertices opposite to ea, eb, ec. By stereographic projection, then T ′ = T \4∞ gives
a triangulation of 4∞. Moreover, one can regard Θ : E → [0, pi) as a function defined on the edge
set of T ′. For existence part, due to the stereographic projection construction, it suffices to show
that there exists a T ′-type circle pattern P on the unit disk with the exterior intersection angles
given by Θ, which is a result of Corollary 4.5. For rigidity part, note that a Mo¨bius transformation
fixes the unit disk if and only if it is an isometry of hyperbolic disk. The statement follows from
the rigidity part of Corollary 4.5. 
Finally, let us consider the circle patterns on rectangles.
Proof of Corollary 0.10. Let V∗ ⊂ V∂ be the set of corner vertices. We define a function ϕ : V∂ →
[0, pi) by setting
ϕ(v) =
 pi/2, if v ∈ V∗;0, if v ∈ V∂ \ V∗.
Under the conditions (R1), (R2), it is easy to see that (Q1) and (Q2) are satisfied. By Theorem
4.4, the conclusion holds. 
5 Appendix
This section is devoted to several combinatorial facts. Specifically, we prove Lemma 2.5 and
Proposition 4.3.
Proof of Lemma 2.5. Let E∂ be the set of boundary edges of T . Set
E∂(A) = E(A) ∩ E∂, EO(A) = E(A) \ E∂(A).
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It is easy to see
2|EO(A)| + |E∂(A)| + |Lk(A)| = 3|F(A)|.
We have
2|A| − |F(A)| + |Lk(A)| − |A ∩ V∂|
= 2|A| − |F(A)| + |Lk(A)| − |A ∩ V∂| + 3|F(A)| − ( 2|EO(A)| + |E∂(A)| + |Lk(A)| )
= 2|VO(A)| − 2|EO(A)| + 2|F(A)| + |V∂(A)| − |E∂(A)|,
where V∂(A) = A ∩ V∂, VO(A) = A \ V∂. Note that VO(A), EO(A) and F(A) are the sets of vertices,
edges and triangles of G(A) \ ∂S . Hence
|VO(A)| − |EO(A)| + |F(A)| = χ(G(A) \ ∂S ).
Similarly,
|V∂(A)| − |E∂(A)| = χ(G(A) ∩ ∂S ).
Combining the above relations, then
2|A| − |F(A)| + |Lk(A)| − |A ∩ V∂| = 2χ(G(A) \ ∂S ) + χ(G(A) ∩ ∂S ).
Thus the proposition is proved. 
Another useful combinatorial fact is Proposition 4.3. Before presenting the proof, let us estab-
lish the following proposition.
Proposition 5.1. The Euler characteristic χ(G(A) ∩ ∂S ) is equal to the opposite of the number of
open arc components of G(A) ∩ ∂S .
Proof. Observe that G(A) ∩ ∂S is an 1-manifold. Let λ1, · · · , λm, γm+1, · · · , γs be all its compo-
nents, where λ1, · · · , λm are open arcs. Then
χ(G(A) ∩ ∂S ) =
∑m
i=1
χ(λi) +
∑s
j=m+1
χ(γ j) =
∑m
i=1
(−1) +
∑s
j=m+1
0 = −m.
The statement follows. 
Proof of Proposition 4.3. First, let us consider the “if” part. To show that K[ϕ] is attainable, for
any proper non-empty subset A of V , one needs to check that∑
v∈A∩V∂
ϕ(v) > −
∑
(e,v)∈Lk(A)
(
pi − Θ(e)) + 2piχ(G(A) \ ∂S ) + piχ(G(A) ∩ ∂S ). (18)
Without loss of generality, assume that G(A) \ ∂S is connected and is of topological type (g0, n0).
Then n0 ≥ 1 and Lk(A) is non-empty. Meanwhile, Proposition 5.1 implies that χ(G(A) ∩ ∂S ) is
equal to −n∂(A), where n∂(A) is the number of open arc components of G(A) ∩ ∂S .
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If g0 ≥ 1 or n0 ≥ 2, then χ(G(A) \ ∂S ) = 2 − 2g0 − n0 ≤ 0. Noting that ϕ ≥ 0 and n∂(A) ≥ 0,
the inequality (18) trivially holds.
Let g0 = 0, n0 = 1. Thus G(A) \ ∂S is simply-connected and χ(G(A) \ ∂S ) = 1. Suppose that
Lk(A) = {(el, vil}sl=1. To prove (18), we need to show∑
v∈A∩V∂
ϕ(v) > −
∑s
l=1
(
pi − Θ(el)) + 2pi − pin∂(A). (19)
We divide it into the following cases:
(i) n∂(A) ≥ 2. The inequality (19) trivially holds.
(ii) n∂(A) = 0. Then either G(A) ∩ ∂S = ∅, or G(A) \ ∂S is bounded by G(A) ∩ ∂S . Because
G(A)\∂S is simply-connected, the latter case occurs if and only if (g, n) = (0, 1) and A = V ,
which contradicts to the assumption that A is a proper subset of V . Thus G(A) ∩ ∂S = ∅,
and we have A ∩ V∂ = ∅. Moreover, the edges e1, e2, · · · , es form a pseudo-Jordan curve
so that A is a non-empty enclosing set. According to the condition (C2), one obtains∑
v∈A∩V∂
ϕ(v) = 0 >
∑s
l=1
Θ(el) − (s − 2)pi = −
∑s
l=1
(
pi − Θ(el)) + 2pi − pin∂(A).
(iii) n∂(A) = 1. Then the edges e1, e2, · · · , es form a semi pseudo-Jordan arc so that A is a
non-empty semi enclosing set. Under the condition (BV2), we have∑
v∈A∩V∂
ϕ(v) +
∑s
l=1
(
pi − Θ(el)) > pi = 2pi − pin∂(A),
which implies (19).
It remains to prove the “only if” part. Assume that e1, e2, · · · , es form a pseudo-Jordan curve
γ with a non-empty enclosing set Aγ. Then G(Aγ) \∂S is a simply-connected domain with bound-
ary γ. Moreover, Aγ ∩ V∂ = ∅, G(Aγ) ∩ ∂S = ∅. This yields∑
v∈Aγ∩V∂
ϕ(v) = 0, χ
(
G(Aγ) \ ∂S ) = 1, χ(G(Aγ) ∩ ∂S ) = 0.
Because K[ϕ] is attainable and Aγ is a proper non-empty subset of V , it follows from (18) that
0 > −
∑
(e,v)∈Lk(Aγ)
(
pi − Θ(e)) + 2pi = ∑s
l=1
Θ(el) − (s − 2)pi.
Thus (C2) is satisfied.
Suppose that e1, e2, · · · , es form a semi pseudo-Jordan arc γ with a non-empty semi enclos-
ing set Wγ. Similarly, we have
χ
(
G(Wγ) \ ∂S ) = 1, χ(G(Wγ) ∩ ∂S ) = 1.
Note that Wγ is a proper non-empty subset of V . Using (18), one obtains∑
v∈Wγ∩V∂
ϕ(v) > −
∑
(e,v)∈Lk(Wγ)
(
pi − Θ(e)) + pi = −∑s
l=1
(
pi − Θ(el)) + pi.
That means (BV2) is also satisfied. We finish the proof. 
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